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Abstract: As research on artificial intelligence technology is actively conducted in recent years, research on deep 

learning technology that recognizes and classifies images in real time on behalf of humans is required. Object 

recognition has difficulties in finding an object of interest from a video clip or image, and classifying several detected 

objects for each object. To solve this problem, research is needed to detect and track objects using a CNN-based deep 

learning method. Among the CNN-based multi objects detection techniques, the most well-known methods are R-CNN 
and Faster R-CNN. These methods are based on ROI-based detection techniques to perform verification work to reduce 

candidate groups through pre-work in the ROI of the object. However, since the process of classifying objects for each 

region of interest is performed, the detector speed decreases. Real-time processing is not possible due to this speed 

problem. In this paper, to overcome these issues, we have proposed multi object detection, classification, and tracking 

method using YOLO, a single step technique that performs a single CNN to determine the location and type of objects 

in an image. Experimental results depict that it can detect and classify objects robustly in various environments, and 

that real-time tracking is possible because the calculation speed is faster than the conventional method.  
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1. Introduction 
Recently, as artificial intelligence technology has become a hot topic and development, it has been applied 

in various fields. Like Google's AlphaGo, it is used for home appliances that play themselves against people and 

operate according to the situation at home[1]. In addition, famous companies such as Facebook, Google, and 

Samsung have created AI research teams and are conducting research professionally. In addition, fields using 

autonomous vehicles and drones using technologies such as computer vision are becoming more active, and the 

use of applied technologies is increasing[1,2]. CCTV, which provides image information for various purposes, is 

becoming intelligent, and the range of automation applications is increasing. In addition, many researches are 

being conducted in computer vision such as intelligent cars and video security for robust object detection and 

tracking. [3,4]. In research for detecting objects in images, identifying and tracking objects, a highly reliable 

detection and tracking method must be performed to accurately recognize objects, and a lot of methods are being 

researched for these[4,5]. 

Object detection is a field of research that allows a computer to identify and analyze objects on behalf of 
visual information that humans receive from images or images[5,6]. Object recognition has difficulty in finding 

an object of interest from a video clip or image and classifying several detected objects for each object. To 

overcome these issues, research is being conducted to detect and track objects using a CNN-based deep learning 

method[7,8]. Among the CNN-based multi objects detection techniques, the most well-known methods are R-

CNN and Faster R-CNN. These methods are based on ROI-based detection techniques to perform verification 

work to reduce candidate groups through line work in the ROI of the object. [9-11]. However, it cannot use in 

real time because the detector speed is low because it requires the process of classifying objects by area of interest. 

In this paper, to overcome these issues, we have proposed multi object detection, classification and tracking 

method based on YOLO, a single-stage technique that determines the location and type of an object in an image 

by carrying out a single CNN.  

Chapter 2 explains the introduction and structure of deep learning as a related study, and chapter 3 represents 
how to detect and track objects using YOLO, a single-stage technique. Chapter 4 explains the implementation 

results of our proposed process, and chapter 5 represents the conclusions and future connections. 

 

2. Experimental Details 
Methods of detection, classification and tracking objects have been researched continuously. A 

representative method for detecting an object is to detect an object by extracting a feature from the object and 

generating a feature point descriptor, and there are techniques such as SIFT(Scale Invariant Feature 
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Transform) and SURF(Speed Up Robust Features)[12,13]. However, the method based on the feature point 

has a disadvantage of slowing down the processing speed due to the operation on a high dimension, so real-

time processing is not possible. To track an object, an object is tracked based on the density distribution such 

as feature points, corners, and colors of the data, such as MeanShift and CAMShift(Continuously Adaptive 

Mean Shift)[14,15]. However, it is not robust against various illumination environments and noise, and it 
cannot use in real-time due to a complex amount of calculation[9-11]. As a method to run out these issues, 

techniques of detecting and tracking objects using deep learning such as CNN(Convolutional Neural 

Networks), RNN(Region Based Convolutional Neural Networks), and YOLO(You Only Look Once) based 

on convolution operations are being actively studied. 

 

 

2.1 Deep Learning 
Deep learning is an algorithm that attempts to learn at multiple levels using artificial neural networks 

in machine learning. Artificial neural network represent the entire model with problem-solving ability by 

changing the strength of synaptic bonds through learning of artificial neurons that form a network through 

synaptic bonds. [9, 19,20]. Artificial neural networks have several problems. As the layer structure deepens, 

it can stay at the local minimum, model dissipation, overfitting, slow learning time, etc. depending on the 
initial setting. Deep learning algorithms have been developed to solve the weakness of these artificial neural 

networks.[20,21,22,23]. With the recent advancement in hardware, the time required for complex matrix 

calculations used in deep learning using a powerful GPU has been greatly reduced, and deep learning is 

drawing attention as it can be used for learning by synthesizing and analyzing a large amount of data. 

Recently, CNN-based deep learning algorithms have shown good results in research areas of computer vision 

and natural language recognition. 

 

2.2 CNN(Convolutional Neural Network) 
CNN can be utillized to create filters to extract certain features from images or video clips. That is, if 

3 by 3 or more windows or masks are performed repeatedly throughout the image, depending on the count 

value of the mask, you can get an appropriate results[20,21]. Perform a conversion of the window area on 
the entire image and perform an operation on the mask area corresponding to the kernel of the conversion to 

obtain the result. The result can be acquired by carrying out the operation repeatedly while moving the 

window. 

Neural network is a mathematical model constructed to handle large numbers organized into layers. 

CNN can be represented of two stages: feature extraction and classification. Feature extension is a step to 

find unique characteristics of input data, and when learning with only one original image, it is advantageous 

to learn with a variety of feature maps, so it is useful to find unique features. Classification is the process of 

choosing classes with the characteristics found. The CNN processing process does not consist simply of 

classifiers, but involves the extraction of features, enabling direct operation of raw images, and unlike 

conventional algorithms, no separate pretreatment steps are required. Filter and sub-sampling can be 

performed repeatedly to create feature extraction and topology invariance, which allows global access from 

the local feature. 
 

3. Implementation 
When a person looks at an image through vision, he or she immediately identifies the object information 

inside the image. R-CNN and others with complex processing processes have some parts that lack to emulate 

human visual systems due to their processing speed and difficulties in optimizing them. Object detection 

techniques based on CNN, such as R-CNN and Faster R-CNN, perform verification to decrease candidates 

for multi object's area of interest through pre-work with a detection technique based on the area of interest. 

However, the detector speed is reduced because the process of classifying objects in each area of interest is 

required. To overcome these issues, this paper embodied the method of detecting and tracking objects using 

YOLO, a single-stage technique that determines the location and type of objects in the images with one CNN 

performance. 

The YOLO considers the probability of the Binding Box within the image and the type of object to be 

classified as Single Rejection Problem, estimating the class and bunding box of the object as 'one-time 
viewing' of the image. This method calculates the class probability for several bounding boxes through the 

single convolution network. The basic operation principle is expressed in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Operation of our thechnique 

1. Convert input image to 448×448 and divide into S×S grid cells. 

2. Get a tensor in the form of S×S+ (5)B+C) by passing through the single solution network. 

3. Cut the class probability from the model into threads and print the result value. 

 

YOLO uses S×S grid cells. Using each of these grid cells, it creates B bounding boxes and confidence 
scores for each bounding box, and generates C conditional class probability. If there is no object in the cell, 

the confidence score is 0. Expressed as an equation, it is the same as equation (1). 

 

𝑃𝑟(𝑂𝑏𝑗) ∗ 𝐼𝑂𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ      (1) 

 

Each grid predicts conditional probabilities based on five predicted values. This is an indicator of 

classification performance, indicating the probability that an object is a class that you want to classify when it 

exists in a grid. Thus, the value of 5 multiplied by B represents five counts of information, which means the 

relative coordinates (x, y) of the object for the entire image and the relative horizontal, vertical length, and 

probability values of that object. The class probability of the bonding box can be expressed by multiplying 

Equation 1 representing the confidence score. Through this probability, it can be used as an index to evaluate 
how well the bounding box predicted the position and size of an object, and this can be expressed as an 

equation (2). 

 

𝑃𝑟(𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖|𝑂𝑏𝑗) ∗ 𝑃𝑟(𝑂𝑏𝑗) ∗ 𝐼𝑂𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ =  𝑃𝑟(𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖) ∗ 𝐼𝑂𝑈𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ (2) 

 

The metrics obtained from this are used to display the area of an object within the image and to classify 

which class the object belongs to. When the probability map of the class is output for S×S grid cells, calculate 

and draw the Binding Box. Object detection and tracking models use loss functions to find optimal weighted 

parameters through learning. The loss function can be represented by localization loss, constancy loss, and 

classification loss. The overall loss function can be calculated from each loss function. This function can be 

represented as shown in expression (3) and can find the presence of objects in each grid, classification, size, 
and location of objects for object detection and tracking. 
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4. Experimental Results 
In this paper, multi object detecting, classifying, and tracking using deep learning technique were 

implemented with Python in 64bit Windows 10 OS environment equipped with GPU. The dataset used in the 

experiment was studied using VOC Pascal Data. In addition, the evaluation of the methods implemented in 

the paper used the Compute matrix as depicted in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Confusion matrix to evaluate the experiment 
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Ground Truth 

True False 

Predicated Result 

True True Positive False Positive 

False False Negative True Negative 

 

Performance metrics utilize AP(Average Precision) with precision and recall measurements widely used 

in object recognition problems. Expression (4) is the expression that calculates the average precision. Precision 

refers to the correct perceived proportion of all recognition results, and false positives (FP) in object 
recognition problems are when the boundary area of the object is too different from the actual boundary area 

or the predicted class is different. Reproducibility refers to the proportion of objects to be recognized properly, 

and False Negative (FN) refers to when the actual objects are not recognized or when the Confidence Score 

is very low. 

 

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  ∑ (𝑅𝑛 −  𝑅𝑛−1) × 𝑃𝑛𝑛     (4) 

 

Figure 1 shows the dataset used in experiments to detect and classify objects in various environments 

and evaluate traces. 

 

   

   

   
Figure 1. Datasets using our experiments for object detection, classification, and tracking 

 

The experiment results in this paper represent that the average precision of object detection, 

classification and tracking model shows 95.5%, showing good results compared to other methods used in 

existing research. Table 3 shows the average process results compared to previous researches. Figure 2 also 

shows the results of our technique for detecting, classifying, and tracking objects in datasets used in 

experiments. 
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Table 3. Results of our technique in datasets 

Method Average Precision 

R-CNN 90.7 

Faster R-CNN 92.1 

Our Method 95.4 

 

   

   

   

Figure 2. Results of our experiments for detecting, classifying, and tracking objects 

 

5. Conclusion 
Artificial intelligence technology has recently become a hot topic and has been applied in various fields. 

CCTV that provide video information for various purposes are becoming intelligent, and the scope of 

automated applications is increasing. Many studies are being conducted in computer vision such as intelligent 

cars and video security for robust object detecting, classifying, and tracking. In the research of detecting and 

identifying and tracking objects in images, reliable detection and tracking methods should be performed to 

accurately recognize them, and real-time processing should also be possible for high utilization. To address 

these issues , researches are being conducted using CNN-based deep learning methods to detect and track 

objects, however R-CNN or Faster R-CNN is required to classify multi objects in different areas of interest, 
making it arduous to use them in real time. To overcome these issues, in the paper, we have proposed a 

technique of detecting, classifying, and tracking objects using YOLO, a single-stage technique that determines 

the location and type of objects in the images with one CNN performance. The experimental results represent 

that objects can be detected and classified in a robust manner in various environments, and real-time tracking 

is possible. Future tasks will require research that can recognize and track cars on roads in real time and use 

them for intelligent traffic information systems that can provide traffic conditions by measuring speeds. 
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